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men hot undz arayngefirt in blok 22. in der mitn iz gelegn a langer, tsiglner 
oyvn, velkher hot zikh getsoygn fun tir biz tir. do iz geshtanen a kleyner 
diker mentsh mit a geler lente  oyfn arbl (1), vu s’iz geshtanen der oyfshrift: 
„blok-eltster“. leben im zaynen geshtanen etlekhe yunge yatn, sheyn 
gekleydt mit royte ongegosene ponimer. 
 
tsvey SS zaynen geblibn in barak. undz hot men oysgeshtelt bay bayde 
zaytn oyvn un der blok-eltster hot gehaltn a rede: ir zent itst in a 
kontsentratsye-lager un ir darft visn az do lebt men nisht lang. deriber oyb 
ir vilt lenger leben, git alts op vos ir hot bahaltn. ir vet altseyns keyn zakh 
nisht genisn derfun. ayere kleyder vet men bay aykh tsunemen. ven men 
vet bay eynem gefinen di klenste vertzakh vet er glaykh dershosn vern. 
 
keyner hot zikh nisht gekhapt tsum oystreyslen di kleyder, vayl men hot 
dokh dos shoyn gehat geton in Krinik. nor yeder hot oysgeleydikt di 
keshenes vos er hot nor gehat. alts hot men gedarft avekleygn oyfn oyvn in 
a kestl. vayter hot undz der blok-eltster bakant gemakht mit di gezetsn fun 
lager. oykh hobn mir zikh dervust, vuhin men hot opgefirt ale oytos. 
 
ven eyner a mentsh fun undz hot zikh geveynt, hot er glaykh bakumen 
etlekhe shtekns fun di sheyn-gekleydete, oysgefresene yungvarg un fun 
blok-eltstn. eyner a yunger SS-man hot ayngeladn Yakovn zikh tsu boksirn 
mit im un Yakev hot zikh nisht getort opzogn. in a tsvey sho arum zaynen 
gekumen tsvey SS un tsugenumen Yakevn  in a tsveytn lager arayn, keyn 
Oyshvits velkher iz geven drey kilometer fun Birkenau. 
 

We were led to block 22. In the middle, there was a long brick oven that 
stretched from door to door. Close by stood a small, fat man with a yellow 
tape on his sleeve (1), on which was written: "Block-Ältester" ("block 
elder"). Next to him stood several young boys, beautifully dressed with red, 
chubby faces. 
 
Two SS men remained in the barracks. They had us line up on either side of 
the stove, and the block elder gave a speech: "You are now in a 
concentration camp, and you must know that one does not live long here. 
And therefore, even if you live longer, hand over everything you still have 
hidden. Because, you will not benefit from it in any way. We will take away 
your clothes. If we find the smallest thing of value on someone, he will be 
shot on the spot!“ 
No one moved to shake out their clothes, because we had  already done 
that in Krynki. However, everyone emptied his pockets of everything he 
still had left there. We had to put everything in a small box that was on the 
stove. Then, the block elder acquainted us with the "laws" of the camp.  
And he informed us about where all the trucks had been taken. 
 
In case that one of us cried, he immediately got several strokes with the 
cane by the beautifully dressed, brazen youngsters and the block elder. A 
young SS man invited Yakob to box with him, and Yakob did not dare to 
refuse.  
Two hours later, SS men came and took Yakob to another camp towards 
Auschwitz, which was three kilometers away from Birkenau. 
 
 



nokhn kontrol hot zikh ongehoybn di registratsye. etlekhe shraybers 
zaynen gezesn oyfn oyvn bay lange, shmole tishn, oyf velkhe es zaynen 
gelegn ongevorfn papirn. 
 
yederer hot gedarft ongebn dem nomen un familye, dos yor fun geburt un 
oyf vos far a krenk men leydt oder men hot gelitn. yederer darf zikh 
untershraybn un dan geyt men in der ray eyner nokhn tsveytn tsu a tish vu 
es shteyen tsvey mentshn mit nodlen in di hent un shtekhn oys oyf der 
linker hant loyf-numern. mayn numer iz oysgefaln 93886. ven men hot 
geshtokhn mit der nodl  hobn zikh geshtelt trern in di oygn un shvartse 
koyln zaynen farbaygelofn. 
 
itst zaynen mir shoyn ale geshtemplt un di shraybers zaynen shoyn fartik 
mit undz. es kumt a bafel: zikh oysshteln tsu 5 in a ray. itst firt men undz in 
bod. dort vet men undz opshern di hor un tsunemen di tsivile kleyder. biz 
mir zaynen gekumen in 

After the control, the registration began. Several clerks sat on the stove at 
long, narrow tables on which piles of papers were lying. 
 
 
Everyone had to give their name and data about their family, the year of 
their birth, what disease they were suffering or had suffered from.  
Everyone had to sign, and then, one by one, we had to go in a line to a 
table, where two people stood with needles in their hands, tattooing a 

"run number" on everyone‘s left arm. My number was: 93886. During the 
tattooing, tears welled up in our eyes and we saw black dots. 
 
 

Now that all of us already received a "stamp" and the clerks also finished 

writing everything down about us, an order is given: "Line everyone up five 
to a row!“ Next, we will be led to the bathroom, where they will shave off 
our hair and take away our civilian clothes. Before we made it to the 

 
(1) You can read some more about the sytem of "Funktionshäftlinge“ (functionary prisoners) here: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kapo 
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bod arayn iz shoyn gevorn gut fintster. in lager hot men nisht gezen keyn 
lebedikn mentshn. der frost hot geskripet unter di fis.  
 
a shneyzaverukhe shit in droysn. mir marshirn tsu der bod. ven mir zaynen 
arayngekumen in bod arayn hot men undz glaykh oyfgenumen mit a regn 
fun klep un geshrayen.  
 
eyner a polyak iz geshtanen baym arayngang un mit a spronzhke  fun a 
militerishn pas gepokhet iber di kep. 

bathroom, it had already become quite dark. There was no living person to 
be seen in the camp. The frost crunched underfoot. 
 
 Outside, a blizzard is raging. We march to the bathroom, and when we 
enter, we are immediately welcomed with a rain of beating and shouting. 
 
 
A Pole stood by the entrance and hit us over our heads with the buckle of 
his military belt.  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kapo


in etlekhe minut iz shoyn yeder geshtanen a naketer oyfn kaltn, nasn 
tsement. di kleyder hot men gevorfn eyne oyf di tsveyte. bloyz di shikh 
mitn pas hot men gemegt mitnemen. dan iz men durkh a kontrol fun di 
shikh. ver es hot gehat naye shikh oder shtivl hot men zey tsugenumen un 
gegebn hiltserne trepes. 
 
vayter hot men undz arayngefirt in a groysn tsimer vu es zaynen geshtanen 
razirer mit mashinkes in di hent un geshoyrn yedern fun kop biz di fis. 
nokhn shern hot men yedn oysgeshmirt mit a grinem brenendikn vaser. 
 
dos iz geven aza antloyzung. dan hot men undz mit der hilf fun shtekns 
arayngetribn unter kalte tushn un ver es iz nisht geshtanen untern kaltn 
vaser hot gekrogn etlekhe shtekns.  
di fentster zaynen geven oysgebrokhn un der shney un vint fun gas hot 
arayngeyogt oyf di nakete, tsiterndike mentshn. yederer hot modne 
oysgezen. bay a yedn hot geklapt a tson in a tson un eyner dem tsveytn hot 
nisht derkent.  
 
-„do iz der rikhtiker gehenem“- hobn mentshn gezogt. a tsen minut zaynen 
mir geshtanen untern kaltn vaser. dan hot men undz arayngetribn in a 
kaltn groysn tsimer vu di ramen fun di fentster hobn gefelt un der vint mitn 
shney hobn geyogt oyf undz. yeder trot vos mir flegn shteln iz geven vi oyf 
ayz. 
 
dertsu nokh bagleyt fun shtekener un lederne pasn. mir tulyen zikh eyner 
tsum tsveytn un hoykhn eyns oyfn andern mitn moyl es zol vern abisl 
varemer. 
 
do in dem groysn tsimer iz in a vinkl gelegn a hoyfn kleyder bay velkhe es 
zaynen geshtanen etlekhe mentshn un sortirt. in etlekhe minut arum hot 
men ongehoybn tsu teyln hemder. yeder hot gekrogn a tserisn nas hemd 
und an zikh geshtelt in der ray nokh gatkes. 
 

In a few minutes, everyone was already standing naked on the cold, wet 
cement floor. We threw our clothes on top of each other. Only our shoes 
with the buckles we wanted to take with us. However, we still had to pass a 
shoe inspection, and those, who had new shoes or boots, had to give them 
away and receive wooden slippers in return. 
 
We were then led into a large room, where people stood with razors in 
hand and shaved everyone from head to toe, after which we were rubbed 
with a green, burning liquid. 
 
This was called "delousing." Now we were driven "with the help of" cane 
blows under cold showers, and whoever was not under the cold water, 
received quite a few blows with the cane. 
The windows were broken out, and snow and wind chased in from the 
street, seizing the naked, shivering people. Each of us looked strange. We 
all chattered our teeth - and no longer recognized each other. 
 
 
"This is the real hell here!", some said. For ten minutes, we stood under the 
cold water, then we were herded into a big cold room, where the window 
frames were missing, and the wind and snow were hunting us (again). 
Every step we took was like being on ice. 
 
 
In addition, the "accompaniment" was made by blows with sticks and 
leather belts. 
 
 
In one corner of the large room, there was lying a large pile of clothes, with 
quite a few people standing and sorting. After a few minutes, they began 
to pick out shirts. Each of us got a wet, torn shirt and then got in line for 
underpants. 



 
KZ Auschwitz-Birkenau, brick barracks, wall with inscription: "Keep quiet!", photo courtesy of Tomek Wisniewski 
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oykh di gatkes zaynen geven nas. m’hot dos ekstre ayngetunkn in aza 
grinem vaser tsum antloyzn. di gatkes zaynen geven kurtse un di merhayt 
tserisene. dan hot men vider in a tsveytn vinkl aroysgegebn marinarkes un 
hoyzn. di hoykhe dike mentshn hobn bakumen a kurtse marinarke. derfar 
hobn ober di kleyne bakumen groyse, lange hoyzn mit lange marinarkes. 
 
men hot zikh tsvishn zikh gebitn. yederer hot shnel aroyfgekhapt oyf zikh di 
nase, kalte bgodem  un glaykh zaynen gefloygn shtekns iber di kep un rukns 
men zol zikh oysshteln in a ray oyf der gas. hitlen un zokn hobn zey nisht 
gegebn, vayl far rekrutn iz dos nisht derlozbar. 
 
itst-hot men undz gezogt- vet men undz firn in kvarantin-blok. dortn veln 
mir zikh tsugevoynen tsu lager un dan veln mir ersht kenen tsugerekhnt 
vern far glaykhe lager-birger. shpeter vet men undz gebn hitlen un zokn. 
 
bay der arbet, oyf der gas, hobn mir ersht derfilt di kelt. di nase gatkes un 
hemder zaynen farfroyrn gevorn un es hot oysgezen vi mir voltn gegangen 
ongeton in blekhene kleyder. es hot nisht geholfn dos shpringen un dos 
tulyen   zikh eyner tsum tsveytn. der shtarker frost un vint hobn zeyers 
geton. ikh bin grod geven fun di ershte velkhe zaynen aroysgelofn oyf der 
gas un di kelt hot mir shoyn adurkhgenumen yedn glid. 
 
ven mir zaynen geshtanen oyf der gas, leben der bod, un gevart me zol 
undz opfirn in a blok, hobn mir bamerkt in der vaytkeyt tsum kleynem veldl 
a hoykhn fayer, fun velkhn der himl arum iz geven royt un di luft- ungefilt 
mit a reyekh vi fun gebrotn fleysh. di ershte minut hot keyner nisht 
farshtanen vos far a fayer dos iz. 
 
men hot geklert az a dorf brent. nor ven undzere bagleyter, di shlegers, 
velkhe zaynen oykh geven arestirte (amerstn polyakn. Yidn zaynen oykh 
geven tsvishn zey) hobn bamerkt vi mir haltn di oygn gevendet tsu dem 
fayer, hot eyner gezogt: ir veyst nisht vos dos iz? dort brent men ayere 

Even the underpants were wet. The laundry had been specially dipped 
beforehand in that green liquid for delousing. The underpants were short 
and mostly torn. In a second corner, we were issued jackets and pants. The 
tall or fat people were given short jackets, the short people were given 
large, long pants with long jackets. 
 
We exchanged everything among ourselves. Everyone quickly put on the 
wet, cold clothes, and immediately the sticks flew again over our heads and 
backs with the order that we had to line up on the street. They did not give 
us hats and socks because they were not allowed for recruits. 
 
We were told, "Now you will be taken to the quarantine block where you 
will get used to the camp, only after that we will treat you like all other 
citizens of the camp and give you hats and socks too!" 
 
Then, while working on the road, we really felt the cold. Our wet 
underpants and shirts were frozen and it looked like we were wearing 
clothes made of tin. It didn't help to jump or to snuggle up to to anyone. 
The heavy frost and the wind exerted their power. I was one of the first to 
run into the street, and the cold was already penetrating all my limbs. 
 
 
As we stood on the street next to the baths, waiting to be led away to our 
block, we noticed in the distance, above the little wood, a high fire, from 
which the surrounding sky turned red; and the air was enriched with a 
smell as of roasting meat. At first, no one could explain what kind of fire it 
was. 
 
We thought that there was a fire in a village. But when our escorts, those 
thugs who were also arrested - most of them Poles, but also Jews among 
them -, noticed that we had our eyes turned to that fire, one of them said: 
"You don't know what this is? That's where your families are being burned 
who were taken away with the trucks today." 



familyes, velkhe zaynen haynt opgefirt gevorn mit di oytos. trern hobn zikh 
bavizn bay yedn in di oygn.  
 
di fule vinter-levone hot geloykhtn iber undzere faryieshte ponimer. yeder 
hot geveynt in der shtil 
 

Tears welled up in the eyes of all of us. 
 
 
The wintry full moon shone over our despairing faces. Everyone cried in 
silence, 
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far zikh, vayl es iz geven farbotn tsu veynen in lager. fil hobn geveynt farvos 
zey zaynen nisht tsuzamen avek mit zeyere froyen, voltn zey shoyn itst 
geven tsvishn di, velkhe veln mer shoyn nisht laydn keyn tsores un payn. 
mir zaynen azoy geshtanen di oygn gevendet tsum roytn horizont un nisht 
gefilt di kelt biz etlekhe SS-mener mit shtekns zaynen tsugelofn un undz 
oyfgevekt fun der fargilvertkeyt. 
 
mir shteyen vider tsu finf in a ray. vider vern mir etlekhe mol getseylt. 
yeder SS un gehilf tseylt bazunder. fartik gevorn mitn tseyln un a geshray 
hot zikh gehert in der arumiker shtilkeyt: 
in glaykher shrit, marsh! 
 
mir zaynen shteyn geblibn farn blok numer 19. glaykh zaynen 
aroysgekumen etlekhe farshlofene ponimer mit grobe shtekns un gevorfn a 
kaltn blik oyf undz. tsi zey zaynen geven in kas oyf undz vos mir hobn zey 
geshtert fun zisn shlof tsi epes andersh, nor zeyere blikn zaynen beyze un 
shtekhike. 

 
 

because it was forbidden to cry in the camp. Many wept because they had 
not been taken away together with their wives, so they would already be 
among those who no longer suffered grief and torment. So we stood there, 
our eyes fixed on the red horizon, and no longer felt the cold, until several 
SS men came running to us with their sticks. 
 
 
There are five of us in line again. Again we are counted several times. Each 
SS man and assistant then counts again once more. When they are finally 
done counting, we hear a yelling in the surrounding silence:  
"Forward march!“ 
 
We stopped in front of block number 19. Immediately, several sleepy faces 
with rough sticks came out and looked at us coldly. They must have been 
angry with us for disturbing their sweet sleep or something else, anyway 
their looks were angry and piercing. 

 



der blok-eltster, a kleyn fest geboyt mentshl mit a glatn razirtn nakn, der 
kop oykh razirt, di eygelekh- kleyne, redt poylish-daytsh, fokhet  mitn grobn 
shtekn, velkher ruft zikh bay im „dolmetsher“. bay der zayt shteyt a 
hoykher farshlofener shrayber, velkher halt a pekl papirn in hant. er redt 
epes mitn SS-man, velkher hot undz aher gebrakht. 
 
vider kumt a bafel zikh tsu shteln tsu tsen in a ray. di kleyne fornt, di 
groyse- hintn. glaykh mitn bafel kumt der „dolmetsher“. es hilkhn op di 
klep in der arumiker shtilkeyt. hintern blok iz der hoykher drotener parkn, 
velkher iz baloykhtn mit groyse lompn. yede finf meter shteyt a tureml, oyf 
velkhe es shteyen aroysgeshtelt lufes  fun mashin-gever. 
 
 
a shtil krekhts dertrogt zikh fun di tsebrokhene fentster. es hert zikh a 
geshray fun a nakht-vekhter un tsuzamen dermit a klap fun a shtekn. dos 
tseyln un ibertseyln geyt tsu zeyer langzam. tsuersht lernt men undz vi men 
darf shteyn in der ray. di yidishe un poylishe „natshals(v)tve“(1) vayzt itst 
mit fil hasmode far di tsvey halbshikere SS vi zey zaynen getray dem lager, 
vi zey lernen gut mit undz di ershte parshe (2) breyshes (3). 
 
 
 

The block elder, a short, stocky person with small eyes and a shaved head 
and neck, speaks Polish-German and waves his rough stick which he calls 

"interpreter". At the side stands a tall, sleepy clerk holding a pack of 
papers. He is discussing something with the SS man who led us here. 
 
 
An order is given that we are to line up ten at a time: The small ones in the 
front, the big ones in the back. Along with the command, the "interpreter" 
comes into action, and the blows are echoing in the silent environment. 
Behind the block is the high wire fence, which is illuminated by large lamps. 
Every 5 meters there is a watchtower from which the barrels of machine 
guns protrude. 
 
A silent groan emanates from the broken windows. The yelling of a night 
watchman and cane strokes can be heard. The counting and overcounting 
is progressing very slowly. First, we are taught how to stand in line. Just 
now, in front of two drunken SS men, the Jewish and Polish 
"natshalstve"(1) points out with great assiduity how loyal they are towards 
the camp and how well they teach us the "first parshe breyshes" (2,3). 

 
 
(1) natshalstve= ruling authority. It is meant ironically, because these are functionary prisoners who want to ingratiate themselves with the SS. 
(2) parshe (Parasha)= a section of the Pentateuch (the five books of Moses) 
(3) breyshes  (Bereshit)=  "In the beginning“, Genesis, the first book of Moses 
 

 
 

 
 
 



 

 
Drawing courtesy of  the painter, Zdzislaw Nitka 
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baym barak lign ongevorfn alte farblutikte kleyder, tserisene trefes, etlekhe 
blekhene pushkes. 
endlekh hot men undz oysgeshtelt un ibergetseylt un itst vert yeder gerufn 
loytn numer fun hant. do haltn ale farshart  di arbl un kukn etlekhe mol 
oyfn numer men zol im gut gedenken un oysshrayen tsu der tsayt „hier“ (1) 
baym oysrufn. 
 
farn nit azoy shnel entfern dem „hier“ krigt men glaykh batsolt ibern kop. 
yeder  hot in der sho, ven mir zaynen geshtanen farn barak, gekrogn mitn 
shtekn ibern kop. a tsveyter ibern rukn. zeyer fil hobn gekrogn tsu finf un 
zeks mol. endlekh hot men oysgerufn mayn numer un ikh hob shnel 
geentfert dem „hier“, nor trots dem hob ikh gekrogn a festn shturkh in zayt 
fun di shtubaves (2), velkhe zaynen geshtanen in tsvey rayen bay der tir. 
 
mir hobn ongekukt di mentshn un nisht farshtanen tsi zaynen dos mentshn 
oder tsvey-fisike khayes. ven ikh bin arayn ineveynik hot mir a hak geton in 
noz der reyekh fun der farashke (paroshka?) vos iz geshtanen in der mitn. 
bay di vent zaynen geven tsugemoyert azelkhe betn fun tsigl vi shtaygn far 
khazeyrim, eyns ibern andern. 

 
etlekhe ibergeshrokene oygn hobn aroysgekukt fun di shtaygn aroys un 
bald vider farbahaltn di kep unter a shvartser koldre. in dakh zaynen geven 
fentster velkhe zaynen di gantse tsayt geven ofn un a shney hot geshotn 
oyf di gelegers. di vent- nas un in eynike erter hot adurkhgeshlogn der 
vayser frost. 
 
 

Near the barracks, there are lying old, thrown clothes, torn slippers and 
several tin cans. 
Finally, we are lined up correctly and counted over, and now we are called 
out one by one by the number on our arms. Everyone holds up their 
sleeves looking at their number several times to keep it in mind and to call 
out "hier" (1) at the right moment after the call. 
 
If someone does not answer "here" in time, he immediately gets the bill: 
blows on his head. Each of us received  blows while we stood outside the 
barracks for an hour; some on their heads, others on their backs, and a lot 
even five, six blows in a row. Finally my number was called and I quickly 
answered "here", but still I got a firm punch in the side from the 
"shtubaves" (2), which stood in two rows by the door (of the barracks). 
 
We looked at the occupants and did not understand if these were humans 
or bipedal animals. When I entered, the stench of the toilet bowls in the 
middle of the room rose to my nose. On the sides, walled in bricks, there 
were a kind of "beds" that looked like pig cages, one above the other. 
 
 
Several frightened eyes peeked out of the cages, only to immediately hide 
their heads under black blankets again. In the roof, there were windows 
that were open all the time, so that the "bed places" were covered with 
snow. The walls were wet and white frost had formed in some places. 

 



 
in der zayt bay der tir, iz tsugeboyt a kleyn tsimerl, vu es voynt der blok-
eltster. do shteyt a kleyn eyvele un es heytst zikh tog un nakht. in blok iz 
iberhoypt keyn oyvn nishto. di mentshn lign geprest  tsu 12-15 perzon oyf a 
geleger tsugedekt mit eyn koldre, velkhe men tsit hin un tsurik biz zi vert 
tserisn. dan muzn ale derfar batsoln mit bakumen tsu 25 shmits oder 10 
minut kni-boygn, haltndik a shver benkl in hant. 
 
 
undz hot men oysgeshtelt tsu 12 bay a geleger un geheysn vartn oyf a bafel 
arayntsukrikhn in shtayg. bay yeder drey-shtokikn geleger hot men 
avekgeshtelt 36 perzon un ongevizn vu yede 12 veln shlofn. undzer tsvelftl 
hot men ongevizn oyfn nasn tsement 

 
Attached to the side of the door was a small room where the block elder 
lived. Inside, there was a small stove that heated day and night. For the 
block itself there was no single (heated) stove. The people lay here 
crammed together in groups of 12-15 on a "bed place", covered with a 
single blanket, which was pulled back and forth until it tore. For this, 
everyone then had to pay with 25 lashes, or do squats for 10 minutes - with 
a heavy chair in their hands. 
 
We were divided into 12 people per "bed place" and were told to wait for 
the order to crawl into the cage. At all the three-story bed places, they 
positioned 36 people each and then instructed them where each 12 of 
them would have to sleep. Our "twelfth" had to sleep on the wet cement. 
 

 
(1) hier: (German)= "here" 
(2) shtubaves: I think these are those juvenile thugs mentioned above. Perhaps this word can be derived from the Russian "shtubov" (= stubs). But  I 

think that it has more to do with the Yiddish "shtub" (house, room), that is, it affects the "staff" who stayed in the barracks. 

 
 
 
 



 
KZ Birkenau, Sleeping bunks, Pixabay License 

https://pixabay.com/de/service/license/
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di kep hobn gemuzt zayn aroysgeshtekt oyf fornt men zol kenen tseyln. lign 
ibergerekt ibern kop iz geven farbotn. 
a geshray fun blok-eltstn hot zikh gehert: ales in di betn! di shikh hot men 
oysgeton un oysgeshtelt leben tsukopns, eyne leben di tsveyte. dan hot 
zikh vider gehert a geshray: blok, ruhe! 
 
farn redn a vort hot gedrot a shtekn in gezikht, azoy az di tseyn zoln 
aroysfaln oyfn tsement. yeder iz gelign oyf a zayt un getsitert baym optsien 
dem otem. der blok-eltster mit nakht-vekhter zaynen arumgegangen 
farbay yeder bet un geglotst mit di oygn. 
 
-itst shloft, vayl bald vet ir darfn tsurik oyfshteyn!- hot zikh gehert di shtim 
fun blok-eltstn. 
 
nor keyner hot nisht gekent tsumakhn mit keyn oyg. itst, ligndik oyfn kaltn, 
nasn tsement, hot men derfilt di kelt nokh shtarker. fun oybn, vu es zaynen 
gelegn di andere 12, hot zikh geshotn zamd in di oygn. 
yederer hot far zikh geklert: vos iz dos far a gehenem? vu zaynen mir dos 
arayn´gefaln?  shoyn glaykher der toyt  eyder aza paynikn zikh. der nakht-
vekhter iz arumgegangen ahin un tsurik mit a grobn shtekn in hant. fun 
velkhn geleger es hot zikh gehert a murml, hot der grober dembener 
shtekn zikh glaykh aropgelozt iber ale 12 perzon. 
azoy zaynen oyf eyn zayt opgelegn di ershte fintstere gehenem-nakht in 
shreklekhn toytn-lager Birkenau bay Oyshvits. 
 
drey fartog hot zikh derhert a fayf fun blok-eltstn un glaykh hobn 
ongehoybn tsu flien shtekns iber di kep. in eynike minut arum zaynen 
shoyn ale geshtanen oyfn apel-plats in der arumiker fintsterer, kalter 
nakht. 
 

Our heads had to be stuck out in front, so that we could be counted. It was 
forbidden to lie with the arm above the head (or any other position where 
the head was not visible). Then the block elder's yelling rang out, 
"Everyone to your beds!" We had to take off our shoes and put them next 
to our heads, one next to the other. Then we heard another shout, "Block, 
rest!" 
Anyone who spoke a word was threatened with a cane blow into his face 
so that his teeth would fall out. We all lay on a side and shook when we 
just exhaled. Both the block elder and the night watchman walked around, 
passing each "bed" and gawking at us. 
 
"Sleep now, because soon you will have to get up again!" we heard the 
voice of the block elder. 
 
However, no one could sleep a wink. For now, lying on the cold, wet 
cement, we only felt the cold more strongly. From above, where the other 
12 lay, sand trickled into our eyes. 
Everyone pondered: what kind of hell is this? What have we fallen into? 
Better to be dead than to torture ourselves like this... The night watchman 
walked around, back and forth, with his crude stick in his hand. As soon as 
he heard a murmur from a "sleeping place", his rough oak stick struck 
immediately - on all 12 persons.  
So, lying on one side, we spent the first dark night of hell in the terrible 
death camp Birkenau near Auschwitz. 
 
Three o'clock at dawn we heard a whistle from the block elder, and 
immediately the sticks began to fly over our heads. After a few minutes, 
everyone was already standing on the "Appelplatz“ (roll call place) in the 
surrounding dark, cold night. 

 



yeder iz gelofn tsu der vant. eyner hot farshtelt dem tsveytn. ver s’iz 
aroysgelofn on shikh, ver on a marinarke, ver on a hemd.in eynike minut 
arum hot zikh bavizn der blok-eltster mit di shtubndinstn. yeder mit a 
grobn dembenem shtekn in hant. un do hot zikh ongehoybn a klapn iber di 
kep fun der shvartse makhne loyfndike mentshn. 

Everyone ran to the wall. We obstructed each other. One ran out without 
shoes, the other without his jacket or shirt. After a few minutes, the block 
elder showed up with the „Stubendienste“ (room servants), each of them 
with a rough oak stick in his hand. And a smashing on the heads of the 
black crowd of running people began. 
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-tsu tsen in a ray!- hobn zikh gehert vilde geshrayen bagleyt mit feste klep 
iber di rukns oder kep. mir zaynen gelofn fun eyn breg vant tsu der tsveyter 
nisht visndik vu zikh tsu shteln. yeder hot zikh geshtoysn tsu der mit tsu. 
azoy hot gedoyert mer vi a sho biz ale zaynen shoyn tseshlogene un mide 
geshtanen eyner hintern tsveytn tsu 10 in a ray. di klenere fornt, di 
gresere-hintn.  
 
eyn ray opgetrotn fun der tsveyter oyf an opshtand fun an oysgetsoygener 
hant. der blok-eltster iz farbaygegangen tsvishn di rayen, shtoysndik mitn 
elnboygn in di brustn un rukns fun di tsiterndike mentshn. 
 
azoy zaynen mir opgeshtanen in kaltn, vinterdikn droysn biz halb zeks. dan 
iz gekumen a farshlofener SS-man un hot etlekhe mol getseylt. baym 
onkumen fun SS-man hot der blok-eltster gegebn a bafel: shtilshtand! 
mitsen-op! 
 
der bafel „mitsen op!“ iz gekumen tsu undz khotsh keyn „mitsen“ hobn mir 
nokh nisht gehat. bloyz-puste bavegung mit der hant, es zol zikh hern an 
opklang. nokhn ibertseyln hot zikh ongehoybn ibungen „mitsen op“ un 
„mitsen-oyf“ un der velkher hot tsu fri oder tsu shpet aropgelozt di hant, 
hot bakumen mitn dembenem shtekn ibern aksl oder kop. 
 
di ibungen hobn gedoyert 2 sho. dan hot men undz geheysn zikh 
fanandergeyn, nor ibern plats fun blok, velkher iz geven arumgetsoymt mit 
shtekhik drot. 

"Ten to a row," we heard  wild yellings, accompanied by hard blows on our 
backs and heads. We ran from one end of the wall to the second, not 
knowing where to line up. In the middle, we all bumped into each other. So 
it took more than an hour before we finally all confused and tired, stood in 
a row of ten, the smaller ones in front, the bigger ones in the back. 
 
 
One row stood at the distance of an outstretched arm behind the second. 
The block elder walked between the rows, elbowing the chests and backs 
of the trembling people. 
 
So we stood outside, in the winter cold, until half past five. Then a sleepy 
SS man came and counted us several times. Upon his arrival, the 
Blockälteste had given the order, "Attention! Caps down!" 
 
 
This order was given to us even though we didn't have any caps yet. The 
only thing that mattered was the movement with the hand, so that the 
impact was heard. After counting off, we started with "exercises", "caps 
off" and "caps on", and the one who took his hand down too early or too 
late got blows with the oak stick over his shoulder or head. 
 
These exercises lasted 2 hours. After that we were ordered to disperse, just 
across the square in front of the block, which was fenced with barbed wire. 
 



di shkheynesdike blokn hobn zikh grupirt in komandes un opmarshirt tsu 
der arbet. mir veln nokh nisht geyn tsu der arbet. itst zaynen mir oyf 
„shonungs-blok“. 
 
tsvelf azeyger hot men a yedn gegebn a kartofl mit abisl grin groz far 4 man 
in eyn teler. dos iz geven der frishtik mitn mitik tsuzamen. esn hot men 
gedarft mit di hent. vaser iz keyn tropn nisht geven. der shney iz geven 
shmutsik un trots dem hot a yeder genumen a hoyfn shmutsikn shney un 
mit dem hot men geshtilt dem dorsht, velkher iz gevaksn mit yeder minut. 
 
di merhayt hot glaykh bakumen durkhfal un geyn in klozet iz geven shtreng 
farbotn. bloyz eyn mol in tog, grupnvayz hot men 

The neighboring blocks grouped into commandos and marched off to 
work.We will not go to work yet, because we are still in the "Schonungs-
Block" (mercy block). 
 
At 12 o'clock everyone got a potato with some green grass, the portions 
were for 4 men on one single plate. This was our breakfast and lunch in 
one. We had to eat with our hands and were not given a drop of water. 
Although the snow was dirty, everyone took a pile of it and quenched their 
thirst with it, which was tormenting us more and more every moment. 
 
Most of us  got diarrhea right away, but it was strictly forbidden to go to 
the toilet. Only once a day, in groups, were we allowed to relieve 
ourselves. 
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zikh gedarft derleydikn. mentshn hobn glaykh ongemakht in di hoyzn un 
gefaln oyfn blotikn plats. tsvey azeyger n.m. hot men alemen arayngelozt in 
blok. baym arayngeyn hot yeder gedarft oyston di shikh un glaykh 
aroyfgeyn oyfn „buks“(1) (geleger). azoy zaynen mir opgelegn nisht 
oysredndik tsvishn zikh keyn vort. dos iz geven shtreng farbotn un yeder 
hot zikh gehit fun a shtekn. farn klenstn pips oyfn „buks“ hobn ale gekrogn 
mit shtekns ibern gantsn kerper. 
 
zeks farnakht vider a fayf un vider ale oyfn apel-plats. dos hot gemuzt 
oysgefirt vern in eynike minutn. 
6.30 iz gekumen der zelber SS-man mit a blekh ongehangen oyf der brust, 
vu s’iz geven der oyfshrift „lager-politsey“. vider etlekhe mol tseyln. der 
apel hot gedoyert tsvey sho. dan hot men fanandergelozt oyfn plats. di 
merhayt iz shoyn geven mit bloy-untergehakte oygn un ver mit 
tseshpoltene kep. ikh hob bakumen tsvey shtekns ibern aksl un nit gekent 
bavegn mit a hant. 
 

Therefore, people made in their pants and fell down on the muddy place. 
At two o'clock in the afternoon, they let everyone back into the blocks. 
Upon entering, everyone had to take off their shoes and immediately climb 
up to the "buks" (1) (bed place). So we lay there, not speaking a word to 
each other. For that was strictly forbidden, and everyone was beware of 
the stick. For the smallest peep in the "buks" all got cane strokes over the 
whole body. 
 
At six o'clock in the evening a whistle sounded again, and again everyone 
had to go to the "Appellplatz" (roll call place), the lineup had to be 
completed in a few minutes. At 6:30 a.m. the same SS man came again, 
with a badge hanging on his chest, which read: "Lager-Polizei" (Camp 
Police). Again, we were counted several times; the roll call lasted two 
hours. Then we were allowed to disperse in the square. The majority 
already had blackened and swollen eyes and some had split heads. I got 
two strokes of the cane on my shoulder and could not move one of my 
arms. 



ale hobn zikh glaykh dem ershtn tog gebitn oyfn gezikht.yeder hot gekrogn 
bloye fartriknte lipn. der“durkhfal“ hot zikh farshtarkt, di luft iz gevorn 
ongefilt mita toytn reyekh. 
 
di berg toyte in di shkheynesdike blokn hobn zikh gemert, zey zaynen 
gelegn eyns oyf s’andere bay der vant. ver s’hot nokh bavegt mit a hant, 
ver mit a fus. keyner iz nisht tsugegangen tsu zey. bay undz in blok zaynen 
nokh keyn toyte nisht geven. ale zaynen nay-tsugekumen. nor yeder hot 
gevust, az morgn vet er oykh zayn tsvishn di berg halb-toyte un toyte yeder 
hot zikh gefilt faryiesht  un a sakh hobn shoyn geredt fun zelbstmord. 
 
dos iz geven zeyer a laykhter toyt. men iz gegangen tsum elektrishn drot un 
in eyn sekunde iz der velkher hot zikh dernentert oyf a meter tsum drot, 
tsugetsoygn un farbrent gevorn. 
 
7.30 hot men ongehoybn vider araynlozn in blok arayn. vider dos zelbe. 
yeder muz oyston di shikh un dervayl shteyn blaybn oyfn shney barves. bay 
der tir zaynen geshtanen tsvey shtubave bay a kastn un geteylt shtiklekh 
broyt. a tsveyter iz geshtanen abisl vayter un geshmirt yedern mit a bisl 
marmelad anshtot dos broyt-ibern gezikht. 
 
abisl vayter iz geshtanen der blok-eltster mitn 

On the very first day, the faces of each of us changed. Everyone had gotten 
blue, dried up lips. The diarrhea had increased and the air was enriched 
with the smell of death. 
 
The mound with the dead from the neighboring blocks had increased in 
size; they lay one on top of the other. One was still moving his foot, the 
other his hand. No one went to them. In our block there were no dead yet, 
all of them were newcomers. However, everyone knew that tomorrow he 
could be on the mound, among the half-dead and dead, and everyone felt 
desperate; many were already talking about suicide. 
 
It would have been a very easy death: One could walk to the electric wire, 
get within a meter of the wire, and in one single second you would have 
been attracted and burned. 
 
At 7:30 they started to let us back into the block. Again the same. Everyone 
has to take off their shoes and stand barefoot in the snow. At the door, two 
"shtubave" stood next to a box and distributed pieces of bread. Another 
stood a little further away and smeared a little jam on everyone's face 
instead of on the bread. 
 
A little further away stood the block elder with 

(1) "buks", = "box", the author’s nickname for the „bed place“, a kind of  bunk, plural: "buksn" 
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fartreter mit shtekns un geshlogn iber di hent az dos broyt zol aropfaln oyf 
der erd. ven eyner hot zikh ongeboygn oyftsuheybn dos broyt hot er glaykh 
bakumen a tsveytn zets ibern kop un iz geblibn oyf der erd. mentshn mit 
shtiklekh broyt hobn zikh gevalgert oyf der erd vi shteyner oder shmates. 
 
in a vinkl nebn mayn „buks“ iz geshtanen di parashke, bay velkher es 
zaynen geshtanen ful mentshn, haltndik di hoyzn in di hent un es hot 

his deputy, and both of them beat the people's hands with sticks so that 
their bread fell to the ground. If someone bent down to pick it up again, he 
immediately received a second blow on the head and remained down on 
the ground. People with pieces of bread lay around on the ground like 
stones or rags. 
In the corner next to my "buks" were the toilet bowls, where many people 
stood, holding their pants in their hands, but it  



gerunen fun di kaloshes… derfar hot yeder bakumen a shtekn ibern rukn un 
iz tsurikgelofn tsu der „buks“, nisht visndik oyf velkher er iz frier gelegn. 
 
s’hot zikh derhert a geshray fun blok-eltstn: blok- ruhe! un a toyte shtilkeyt 
iz geblibn hengen in der luft. oyf mayn „buks“ zaynen ale gelegn 
tseshlogene un shtil gekrekhtst. 
yeder hot zikh mitn ershtn tog geendert, say oyserlekh un say inerlekh. 
frierdike mentshn zaynen do in eyn tog farvandlt gevorn in farvundete, 
umbaholfene khayes. 
 
nokhn oplign tsvey nekht oyf di buksn hot yederer derfilt vi kleyne 
khayelekh loyfn arum ibern gantsn kerper un men ken zey nisht fartraybn. 
zey mern zikh in oygnblik un krikhn arum ibern gezikht. di koldres zaynen 
balagert mit leyz. yeder kratst zayn kerper biz blut. 
 
azoy zaynen mir opgeven 6 teg in azoy gerufenem „karantin-blok“, vu mir 
hobn gedarft vern tsugevoynt tsum lager-leben. di gantse zeks teg zaynen 
mir mer geshtanen ayngeshtelt in rayen oyfn apel-plats vi mir zaynen 
geven in blok. oyfn zekstn tog hot men a yedn aroysgegebn a hitl un ver es 
hot nisht gehat keyn shikh, hot men aroysgegebn shvere hiltserne trefes un 
tserisene tsivil-mantlen mit a roytn shtreyf oyfn rukn. 
 
fornt, oyf di tsivil-hoyzn hot men a yedn ongeshmirt mit royter farb. oyf der 
rekhter kaloshe hot men ongeneyt dem numer fun hant. oykh oyfn mantl, 
oyf der linker zayt, hot men ongeneyt dem zelbn numer. in der zayt-a geln 
mogn dovid, dem tsaykhn, az mir zaynen yidn. 
dos hot undz gemakht laydn in tsveyen: als yid un als politisher arestant. 
tsu di shverste, nit oyshaltbare arbet hot men genumen yidn. 

ran down their pant legs... For this, everyone got a cane blow on the rear 
and ran back to their "buks", not knowing where they had lain before. 
 
A yelling from the block elder could be heard: "Block silence!" and a dead 
silence hung in the air. On my "buks" everyone lay confused and moaned 
quietly. 
Each of us changed on the very first day, both externally and internally. 
Previous people were transformed into wounded, helpless animals in one 
day. 
 
After two nights of lying in the "buksn", everyone felt small animals 
running all over our bodies, but we could not drive them away. They 
increased more and more and already crawled over our faces. Our blankets 
were besieged by lice. Everyone scratched himself bloody on his body. 
 
Now we were in the so-called "quarantine block" for 6 days, where we 
were to be adapted to camp life. For the whole six days we stood more in 
rows on the roll call square than we were in the block. On the sixth day 
each of us was given a hat (and those who had no shoes were given heavy, 
wooden slippers) and torn civilian coats with a red stripe down the back. 
 
 
In the front, on the civilian pants, they marked everyone with red paint. On 
our right trouser legs, the numbers we had on our arms were sewn in. 
These numbers were also sewn on the left side of our coats. In addition, on 
one side there was a yellow Star of David, the sign that we were Jews. 
We were made to suffer twice: as a Jew (yellow Star of David) and as a 
political arrestee (red mark)(1). Jews were called upon to do the hardest, 
most unbearable work. 

(1) To learn more about the "System of identification in German Camps", see: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Identification_of_inmates_in_German_concentration_camps#/media/File:Wikpedia_system_of_identification_German_camps.png, 

 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Identification_of_inmates_in_German_concentration_camps#/media/File:Wikpedia_system_of_identification_German_camps.png

